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ABSTRACT

An extensive series of experiments in the Extrap mode has been carried out on Extrap Tl-U

in an ;*ttempt to obtain hot. collisionless discharges. Performance has, however, been

limi*; i o low temperatures (<15 eV> and low currents (<20 kA) at high loop voltages <1.4

kV* !' ,il ing to energy confinement times of only a few us or Alfvén times. The discharge

le i. j M typically of order >10U Alfvén times.

IT poor confinement i: att: ibuted to the absence of an axial magnetic field, generating

str v ; instability-induced fluctuations and related transport in the core plasma. A

\\; jalence core plasma transport model is suggested, based on theoretical evidence of

I ear instability in the kinetic regime. Experiments show that nonlinear saturation

* wvents the discharge from quenching on a time scale of a few Alfvén times. Relaxation

t. RFP-like states is prevented from by a sufficiently strong octupole magnetic field. Edge

* .insport appears to be strongly influenced by particle diffusion and heat conduction along

f>. i?n field iines (X-points) to the wall.



1. BACKGROUND

With the snidest ion of the Extrap concept by B. Lehnert in 197-1 11:. a possibility to reach the

highly desirable goal of a stable Z-pinch seemed created. This device, if brought to reactor

parameters, would be characterized by extremely high fusion power density, compi.ct size

and low capital investment, possibly using advanced fuels. Long wavelength kink modes,

usually lethal for the pinch development, was envisaged to be stabilized by an imposed

magnetic multipole field (see Fig.l for geometry». Short wavelength rn=l kinks should be

stabilized by finite Larmor radius effects, and m-O i sausage) modes would be suppressed

by sufficiently peaked pressure profiles. In a number of subsequent papers [2-14] the

stabilizing role of the external multipole field was explored. A number of devices were also

constructed in order to give an experimental verdict.

It was later realized that the addition of a weak axial magnetic field improved start-up.

An axial field of the order of the edge po'.oidal field turned out to be detrimental for

stability, however [15]. These experiments, using external axial fields, have also been

termed Extrap discharges i since a weak axial field was included in [1]) , but hereafter we

reserve this label for the pure Extrap mode. i.e. when the axial field is either very weak

i edge safety factor < 0.1). or vanishing during the discharge.

Early Extrap experiments indeed confirmed the stabilizing effect of the octupole field,

provided its strength relative to the plasma self-field was optimized. Global stability was

observed in the sense that the discharge was maintained as long as an axial itoroidali

voltage was applied. Negative features of the discharges were low temperatures (<20 eV>

and low currents i<20 kAi in combination with high densities i>510 m >. Hence the

plasma was collision dominated, which fact lead to a number of theoretical studies of

non-ideal stability [16-19]. Perhaps the most disturbing feature of Extrap discharges was

the high external electric fields required i>200 V/m) to drive only moderate currents,

leading to poor energy confinement.

2. INCITEMENT

The construction of Extrap Tl-U gave a possibility to carry out Extrap mode experiments in

a device well suited to determine the feasibility of the scheme. By placing the octupole

conductor rods outside the vacuum vessel, support arcing at high voltages was avoided.

Further, the limited gas supply now made plasma density controllable, as opposed to in

earlier experiments.

Our goal has been to optimize plasma parameters in Extrap Tl-U in order to take the



pinch through the radiation barrier into a hotter, cnllisionless regime where more

fusion-relevant conditions could be studied. We would obtain the corresponding high

currents ' » 1 0 k.V through applying fairly high loop voltages i<l.-l kV>. using declining

bias axial magnetic fields with optimized triggering, adjusting the strength of the octupole

field and chosing a suitable hydrogen filling density.

The task has been fundamentally flawed, and the following is a record of this.

3. DIAGNOSTICS

In the best diagnosed discharges we simultaneously used Vacuum Ultra Violet "VUVt

spectroscopy (line average electron temperature Tf, and density np>. CO., laser inter-

ferometry i time-resolved line-averaged electron density > and internal probes i time-

resolved magnetic field and current density radial profiles).

Temperature and density estimates taken from line ratios of oxygen using

VUV-spectroscopy are more prone to reflect the central density, while interferometry

primarily measures the line-averaged density. Intorferometry can be used for all choices

of filling gas pressures, and was the most commonly used density diagnostic.

The effective charge ZQ^ was not determined here: we have used typical values

determined from visible bremsstrahlung in earlier Extrap mode experiments.

Temporal development of external parameters were also recorded: plasma current I .

octupole field current Is. bias axial magnetic field B_, (determined as a poloidal average

using several coils i. plasma generated axial magnetic flux i coil encompassing the

plasma cross-section) and loop voltage U .

4. EXPERIMENTAL SERIES

Since the purpose of this study was to optimize performance in the Extrap mode, care was

taken to minimize the toroidal magnetic field of the plasma. Breakdown and start-up,

however, requires a certain bias toroidal field. Hence the field was triggered so as to give

as small edge safety factor qia) as possible («0.1> at peak current.

An account of the experimental series follows. Extrap discharges were performed

where external parameters as octupole field, filling pressure, loop voltage and trig points

were systematically altered.



4.1 Octupole field scan

In this series the goal was to establish a favourable magnitude of the octupole field for a

given plasma current. In earlier experiments 120-211 it was found that the optimum ratio

between the plasma current I and the octupole coil i there were four) current I4 was- given by

I I4 - 1. For lower values of I4 the stabilizing effect of the octupole field on long wavelength

kink modes is degraded, and at higher values the plasma channel is partly forced outside

the separatrix region. Both effects vitiate confinement. In Extrap L-0 the condition was

usually even more stringent (the reason for the deviation is still unknown; it might be due

to induction effects caused by fast rise time of the octupole current I: I.}/!» S 4.

In Extrap Tl-U the octupole conductors are eight in number and arranged as in Fig.l.

Therefore a weaker I s gives the same field strength as a given I4. It should be noted that the

field topology in the plasma region is approximately the same for both cases. We can

calculate the 1̂  required to yield the same distance to the separatrix as for the four

conductor case [22]:

2 ^ - 1

I . K
1)

A current limit iyi = 1 should hence be obeyed in Extrap Tl-U as Î /I = 1/3. The case I4/I

= 4 corresponds to I^L = 1-9.

In one series of experiments the filling pressure p^ used was 35 mTorr. Other external

parameters and results are shown in Fig.2a). The plasma current is limited to values < 15

kA with the loop voltage used. The discharge where I > 20 kA corresponds to a case where

the octupole field is sufficiently weak to position the separatrix X-points outside the vessel

walls. This occurs when I8/Ip < 0.48. From these and a number of other discharges we

draw the conclusion that large plasma currents are obtained only when the X-points

approach and pass beyond the wall. As will be discussed later, these cases correspond to

RFP-like discharges with self-generation of axial magnetic flux <Bj>. The induced

<Bj> becomes larger when applying a weaker octupole field, but the plasma current soon

saturates. This mode of operation deserves further study, but is not relevant to the basic

Extrap concept discussed here.

Results from a discharge series using a filling pressure of 10 mTorr are shown in

Fig.2b>. A similar behaviour is observed, although the discharge terminates earlier. At

these low filling pressures, the discharge duration is determined by the pulse length of the

axial magnetic field.



Line-integrated electron densities and temperatures are given in the Figure captions

for several cases. The time windows for the diagnostics are also indicated.

The Bennett relation

2rneT(cV)dr (2)

fits experimental data reasonably well, implying that MHD force balance is maintained

globally. In Extrap discharges the poloidal beta value (3Q is of order unity; hence

maximally high plasma pressure is confined for a given current. For discharges with

internally induced axial magnetic fields Eq.i2) defines [ig values less than unity.

Defining energy confinement time tg as the ratio of plasma kinetic energy content to

input power, we obtain, using (2)

(3)

The discharges in Fig. 2 correspond to tp values of a few us. i.e. a few Alfvén times in this

regime. We will return to a discussion of energy confinement later on.

4.2 Filling pressure scan

In these experiments the filling pressure was changed from 6 to 80 mTorr. In Figs.3 a) and

b) results are displayed. Clearly, for lower filling densities the plasma current decays on

the time scale of the bias toroidal field. At higher pressures, the plasma current remains

(although somewhat declining) in a proper Extrap mode fashion as the toroidal magnetic

field BT -» 0.

Note that the plasma current maximum (about 15 kA with the parameters chosen) is

insensitive to the filling pressure.

The electron density of the plasma is always less than the filling density nj-jj. The

density decays quite slowly at high filling pressures. Fig. 4 illustrates this behaviour for a

number of shots where only the filling pressure has been varied.

43 Loop voltage

The already high loop voltage useu could only be slightly increased due to short-circuiting

hazards. Operating at 80 mTorr, there is a clear dependence on loop voltage early in the



disc-harm.1, as soon in Fit;.:" caching a plateau phase, however. I is essentially the sam»1

for the different shots.

In Extrap the plasma channel is initiated near r = 0. whereafter the pinch expands

radially outwards. The pinch expansion rate is partly determined by the current rate of

rise. If the pinch expands out to the separatri.x. particle and energy losses might be so severe

that the temperature (and current) would be limited. In this spirit higher I could be

obtained if the pinch was prevented from reaching this region early in the discharge.

Hence a faster capacitor bank was tried for a series of shots. This approach was. however,

not successful with the parameters used.

4.4 Triggerin

By triggering the toroidal magnetic field later into the plasma pulse, it was hoped that a

larger plasma current could be obtained. Basically the same behaviour as with the original

trig point resulted; toroidal flux was generated when the plasma current rose to such values

that the X-points were pushed outside the wall. In Fig.6a> the octupole field was varied at a

filling pressure of 10 mTorr. In Fig.6b) the octupole current was kept constant, but the

filling pressure was changed in the interval 32-100 mTorr.

Another discharge series was performed without short-circuiting the toroidal field coils

as the field approached zero. This procedure reduced the field more rapidly and supposedly

could inhibit flux generation, see Fig.7. No improvement was found in this mode of

operation.

4.5 Increasing B j

In the discharges represented in Fig.8 the external axial magnetic field was increased by

20',i at the original trig point. Discharges with plasma currents larger than 20 kA could be

produced only when rx > r w a | j . with accompanying self-induced axial magnetic flux.

4.6 RFP-like discharge with X-points

A striking and recurring trend could be traced from the experiments so far: when the

octupole field wa.s chosen weak enough to position the X-points near to or outside the wall,

axial magnetic flux was generated in an RFP like manner. On the other hand, a

possibility was that the diagnostics (measuring the average flux over the cross-section)

could not reveal a substantial field, reversed at some radius, which supposedly existed also

in the case that no induced axial field was registered.



In order to establish whether a weak average induced field indeed corresponded to a

weak local field, a series of discharges were run with the magnetic probe inserted at a

tilling pressure of 60 mTorr. The results showed that no large local fields were induced

when the diagnostics gave low values of the average induced flux. Stated differently, it was

clearly shown that when the X-points were positioned inside the vessel t low induced

average toroidal flux», the toroidal field was small.

A second series of discharges was run to investigate the transition in more detail. The

flux-induction effect was shown to be only marginally increased as the octupole field was

further reduced to zero. Data from two discharges in this series are shown in Figs. 9a > - b>

and in Table 1. This data will be further commented on later in the paper.



5. EARLIER EXPERIMENTS

The experiments described in this article were performed in an upgraded toroidal vessel

well suited tor the Kxtrap mode, -.vith the octupole field conductors positioned outside the

vacuum vessel. It is not surprising to find that limited performance is also to be found in

earlier experiments in linear, toroidal sector and toroidal geometries.

An excellent review of earlier Extrap mode experiments is given in Ref. [231- Results

from the linear device Extrap LO was reported in 1980. The imposed octupole field was

shown to have a substantial stabilizing effect on the Z-pinch for plasma pulses of length

20-40 us. provided the ratio I p ^ < 0.25. Discharges with a 13-20 cm long pinch, enclosed

within a 2.0 cm radius glass vacuum tube and with the four octupole rods at 2.8 cm radius

were created. Currents I < 22kA were measured with corresponding densities of 10-'- 1 0 "

m'1 and temperatures 3-20 eV.

To eliminate effects of impurities, the glass tube was later replaced by a stainless steel

vacuum vessel with 6.5 cm radius, and with the octupole rods placed on the inside. It was

shown tha*. breakdown indeed occured along the central magnetic zero-line and that for

currents < lOkA the plasma channel was properly confined within the magnetic scparatrix

during the entire discharge. For higher plasma currents, the discharge region extended

beyond the separatrix for times > lOus. Breakdown voltages were 1-4 kV. Again stability

was maintained during the discharge for Ip Iv < 0.25.

The next linear device, Extrap Ll. featured a larger stainless steel vacuum vessel

i radius 15 cm> and a discharge channel of 40 cm length. The length was increased because

of the finding in L0 that the electron temperature increased with electrode separation,

indicating effects of material deposition at the electrodes. Metallic supports were installed

for the octupole rods, thus able to carry higher currents. Careful measurements revealed

that the maximum plasma current that could be confined within the separatrix was of the

order 5 kA only. The confined plasma current could be increased to arbitrary magnitude

provided a sufficiently strong external axial magnetic field was supplied i= 0.015T/kA).

The current limit was in this experiment improved to I /Iv < 1. possibly caused by the

passive feedback effect due to the octupole rod supports, acting as a metallic wall.

An important goal for the Ll experiments was to establish operation with line densities

large enough to meet envisaged reactor requirements. Routinely, however, line densities

in the range 10 l 8-10' { ) m'1 were measured, corresponding to only about 2-7 Larmor radii

across the plasma. This would not suffice to confine alpha-particles; hence Extrap could

not lead to ignition.

Neither L0 nor Ll were able to perform in the collisionless regime where the collision

parameter m -r^ » 1. Typically cr>c-x-̂  = 1 in these (and other) Extrap discharges. The



Lehnert-Lundquist number S = 100 typically isw Table 1. e.g. i.

In 1982 a toroidal 60" sector experiment was constructed. Pre-programmed octupole

currents wen' shown to confine a toroidal Extrap plasma, generated between a pair of

electrodes [241.

Extrap Tl was the first toroidal device to seriously exploit Extrap mode discharges. The

octupole ring coils were positioned symmetrically with a radial distance of 4.2 cm about a

major radius of 45 cm. on the inside of the vacuum vessel. Toroidal performance was

established at low currents, using a 0.1 T bias axial magnetic field and an ECR

microwave pulse for startup.

Insulation breakdown problems at the current feeds for the internal rings was avoided

through a reconfiguration of Extrap Tl in 1987. The octupole rings were made toroidally

symmetric and positioned at a distance of 7.8 cm from the magnetic axis. This

experiment, being of a preliminary character, used the ohmic heating transformer to drive

both the ring and plasma currents, employing capacitor banks with different time

constants. A severe disadvantage was that the ratio I /Iv could not be controlled. Using

hydrogen filling gas in the range 2-20 mTorr plasma currents up to 30 kA (at By * 0.2T)

could be reported at the IAEA conference in Nice 1988. It was necessary to apply a weak

toroidal magnetic field (>25 mT) in these discharges for breakdown at the available loop

voltage of about 1 kV. The resulting safety factor at the edge, q(a), was of order 0.1.

resulting in a high-beta plasma with pH » 0.5-0.6. being higher than produced in ULQ

configurations. Electron temperatures of order 30 eV were obtained at the lower filling

pressures. The energy confinement time was estimated to 15 (is for a discharge pulse

length of about 100 us and with an Alfvén transit time of 0.4 us. In conclusion, Lyman line

radiation diagnostics showed that a method, however crude, had been obtained for

producing a fully ionized toroidal plasma in the Extrap mode configuration with an axial

magnetic field applied. This mode of operation is presently under study and will be

reported on in a future paper.

Extrap Tl was rebuilt again in 1989. A resistive stainless steel bellow vessel with an

inner radius of 5.7 cm was introduced. Magnetic field penetration times were 3 us

perpendicularly and 50 us toroidally. The octupole Field was now generated by eight

conductors equidistantly positioned at a radius of 8.0 cm, carrying the same current in

alternate directions (see Fig. 1). This configuration was proposed in order to topologically

decouple the octupole rings from the ohmic circuit and to provide a more symmetric

octupole field 125]. The vacuum vessel unfortunately turned out to be contaminated with

fluorine. Impurities hence limited the performance in this device although the discharges

generally were carried out in helium gas. Optimum performance in the Extrap mode was

limited to currents around 20kA [26|. The new device is of historical interest, however,



since it became the first in which toroidal ULQ and RFP plasmas could be produced at

KTH

During spring 1991. finally, the conc.iminated vessel was interchanged with a

supposedly cleaner vessel of similar dimensions. The experiments reported here were

carried out in this upgraded device: Extra} Tl-L*.

A recent report 127| reveals that experiments in a configuration similar to Extrap were

carried out as early as in 1949 at the Clarendon Laboratory in England. Helium and argon

discharges inside a copper torus, containing four uniformly spaced conductors near the

walls, appeared perfectly stable". A 7 kW oscillator provided a 2 kA current by induction,

using =1 mTorr Tilling pressure. It appears that the long period of classification (until

19581 may have caused these results to fall into oblivion: the Stockholm laboratory was not

made aware of these experiments. The configuration was later abandoned; better

performance was obtained at Harwell, generating the plasma current with pulsed iron core

transformers rather than using alternating radio-frequency currents. The successful use

of a toroidal magnetic field for stabilization in the mid- 50 s finally lead to ZETA and the

discovery of the reversed field pinch configuration.

10



6. CONFINEMENT IN EXTRAP

A model of confinement in Extrap mode plasmas has to incorporate a number of

phenomena. In Extrap Tl-U they manifest themselves as follows. A maximum total

plasma current of about 15 kA is obtained with the available loop voltage U < 1.4 kV,

independently of filling gas pressure and initial axial magnetic field. For octupole fields

sufficiently weak to correspond to magnetic X-points outside the vessel wall, the plasma

current rises substantially. An accompanying self-generation of axial magnetic field

then results. The plasma is grossly stable but exhibits a small energy confinement time of

order a few us. The core plasma temperature does not exceed about 10 eV. At low filling

pressures the discharge terminates before the loop voltage has diminished, whereas the

discharge length increases with filling density. The calculated Spitzer loop voltage is just

a fraction 0.3-0.5 of the total, externally measured loop voltage.

It will be shown that classical transport theory cannot account for the above conduct.

Instead we base our energy transport model on the high level of fluctuation observed in

high-beta devices such as the z-pinch and Extrap, and on the findings of linear, kinetic

stability theory. A turbulent core plasma can lead to both diffusion and convection

processes. Contrary to the RFP, however, the z-pinch does not contain rational or reversal

surfaces in the plasma. As a consequence tearing modes and related stochastic transport is

of minor importance. Instead, fluctuation-induced diffusion may play a major role in the

core energy transport. The simple diffusion model proposed here encompasses the basic

aspects of experimental behaviour.

In brief, the central plasma region is modelled as highly turbulent and subject to local

pressure driven m=0 and m=\ short axial wavelength instabilities, generating rapid

particle diffusion towards the edge region. The corresponding energy loss limits the

central temperature to the ionisation level of the filling gas. Energy transport in the edge

region is facilitated on a similar time scale through heat conduction perpendicular and

parallel to open field lines leading into the vessel wall, as well as by line radiation

Particle transport is here, due to higher collisionality and lower fluctuation level, on a

slower time scale. Due to the impermeable edge region at high plasma densities (high

filling pressures), longer plasma pulses can be upheld. At lower plasma densities,

neutrals cool the edge plasma, further increasing core transport, which in turn leads to an

earlier quench of the current.

11



6.1 Stability Theory

The plasma region near the magnetic axis of Extrap has the same local stability properties

as those of a pure z-pinch. It was suggested that finite Larmor radi is effects would be

stabilizing, setting an upper limit on the particle line density to be of the order 1018 m"1 [28].

In a number of studies it has been shown, however, that kinetic effects cannot completely

suppress instabilities caused by short axial wavelength m=l perturbations [29-31]. Hence

local, linear instability to m=l modes is universal for Z-pinches. The global stability

observed in Extrap discharges as well as recent investigations of z-pinches [32] indicate

that a saturation mechanism sets in, preventing the modes to develop globally. The result

would be a highly turbulent central plasma region, fluctuating on the Alfvén time scale.

This picture is consistent with the measured density and magnetic field fluctuations

presented here. The magnetic field fluctuation level is of order bck.

Global stability of Extrap requires stability to long wavelength m=\ modes. These

modes are well described by simple fluid models, but are geometry dependent. It has been

found that the perturbations, although linearly unstable in Extrap geometry, are stabilized

non-linearly by the inhomogeneous octupole field [13]. Stabilization is, however, dependent

on the shape of the current profile; a peaked profile tending to zero at the separatrix has been

shown to be favourable [4-6. 13].

Interchange im=O) modes have not been identified experimentally in Extrap. Large

Larmor radius (LLR) offects can reduce linear growth rates of short axial wavelength m=0

modes by up to about 80r/c, but cannot provide complete stability [33-35]. It is known that

peaked pressure profiles and finite edge pressure, which are characteristic for Extrap mode

discharges, favours m=0 stability [36J. Further, the octupole field itself relieves the stability

condition somewhat for interchange modes [37-38].

A symposium summarizing the theoretical understanding of Extrap stability was held

in Stockholm 1988 [22],

6.2 Classical Transport

In cylindrical geometry, classical particle confinement is determined from perpen-

dicular diffusion with a coefficient

I * L = 1 . , , 0 - 4 ^ (4)

where n.j_ ' s the perpendicular Spitzer resistivity. This leads to a particle (ions and

electrons) confinement time

12



(2.4)"D. ZlnAn(10"°)

We have used the standard solution of Ficks law for a circularly cylindrical plasma in

Eq. (5). For typical Extrap parameters TCJ = 50 (is. Interestingly, Bohm diffusion predicts a

confinement time of similar magnitude. Using the Bohm diffusion coefficient

1 T(eV)
D <6>

instead, we find

a2B
TBohm ~ --

and

, „ : ZlnAn(10 : ( ) )
- 2 . 8 I U — . (8)

T(eV)3/'B

For the dense and relatively cold Extrap plasma this ratio is seen to be of order unity.

Turning to energy confinement, it was shown in a numerical study [39] that classical

edge transport in Extrap is dominated by ion heat conduction. Thus estimating edge

energy transport as the ratio of plasma kinetic energy to the power loss from perpendicular

ion heat conduction, we obtain

(9)

frV q 1 dr
Jo

The above energy confinement time is defined as a function of radius, since we wish to

determine transport from the core plasma. Using the complete Braginskii coefficients and

plasma parameters from Table 1, it is realised that the resulting value of Xĵ !j- is sensitive

to the ion temperature T and temperature gradient dT/dr at location r. Choosing r=a/2 and

dT/dr = T/a at r we obtain Tg'1 = 7-21 [is for temperatures in the interval 10-5 eV.

Also including ionization work into (9) lowers the classical energy confinement time

13



somewhat, but not to measured values. Further, if heat conduction would indeed be the

major cause for the large energy losses in Extrap, it should play a similar role also in other

configurations.

6.3 Turbulent diffusion

Fluctuations of relative amplitude <5% are characteristic of Extrap discharges. Linear,

kinetic stability theory [29-31] also shows that the core plasma of a z-pinch is subject to a

wide spectrum of m=l instabilities. If saturated, these will cause plasma turbulence. Since

Extrap discharges last much longer than the instability time scale, we may indeed assume

the presence of non-linear saturation of instabilities. Possible physical mechanisms for

the corresponding fluctuation-induced perpendicular diffusion are discussed e.g. in Ref.

[40], Here we will be concerned with a simple model of fluctuation-induced diffusion,

which is in rough quantitative agreement with experimentally determined energy

confinement.

If turbulent diffusion is the dominating mechanism for energy transport in the Extrap

core plasma, the particle and energy confinement times are approximately equal. Hence

(2.4)-D:

where the diffusion coefficient Dj needs to be determined. An intuitive picture to

fluctuation-induced diffusion would be a random-walk process where the particles are on

average displaced a distance b, given by the growth rate of the instability and time T for

non-linear saturation. Consequently

b2

(ID

where y is the growth rate and yp is the growth rate normalized to the thermal transverse

time a/v/p. For a hydrogen plasma of temperature T we obtain from Eqs.(lO) and (11)

T F = I 2 (Us) . (12)

The diffusion step b can be estimated from internal measurements of magnetic profile

parameters, e.g. through determining the fluctuating shift of the current density profile

(see Table 1) or from results of a non-linear time-dependent initial-value code.

14



' v l k ' =

Kadomtsev [41] analyzed electrostatic drift-wave turbulence and obtained the value

^alVj for the fastest mode of the diffusion velocity as compared to the value

YrVy in (11). This is simply the E x B drift across the flux surfaces caused by charge

separation due to diamagnetic particle drifts in the axial direction. He further found the

diffusion coefficient

(ka)'
(13)

with yTk being the linear growth rate associated with perturbations of wavenumber k. The

reason for the appearance of k is the assumption that I Vn11 = kn^ = I VnQ I at saturation; nj

is the fluctuating density and n0 the average density. To determine the maximum of Dj we

have to maximize the ratio y^^Aka)2. Using the linearized ideal MHD equations

(collisional plasma) with uniform density and current density profiles and assuming

fixed boundary (the case in Tl-U) m=l modes we find a maximum value of 0.11 at ka=2.

Coincidentally, we find the same maximum value also for m=0 modes, and also for ka « 2.

To summarize, very large diffusion coefficients for fluctuation-induced electrostatic

transport are found in z-pinch configurations. The two Extrap discharges given in Table 1

give values of 230 and 240 m s"1 for Dj, respectively, and energy confinement times of 1.7

and 2.3 us, respectively. The latter are in rough agreement with measured confinement

times: 3.0 and 2.3 us, respectively. It should be remarked that most physical parameters

calculated in Table 1 are only rough estimates. Experimentally measured parameters are,

however, expected to be correct within 20%.

Some criticism has been raised against the Kadomtsev model. The diffusion

coefficient is derived using quasilinear theory but also assuming strong turbulence.

Quasi-linear theory is unable to determine .ne saturation amplitude. The assumption that

at saturation the perturbation density gradient matches the steady-state density gradient,

kn^ = I VT\Q I, is based on strong turbulence considerations outside this formalism. On the

other hand a number of experiments confirm the simple result given by Eq. (13). The point

we wish to make here is that evidently electrostatic, fluctuation-induced transport does

play a major role in the energy balance of Extrap discharges. This is a topic hitherto

unexplored, and we leave details for a possible future study.

Toroidal current density profiles, obtained from an inserted probe, are monitored in

Figs. 10 a)-b) for the two cases of Table 1. It can be seen that the profile flattens near the

edge, being consistent with stability theory. Fluctuations are weakened by the presence of

the wall. In Figs. 11 a)-b) time resolved density measurements are displayed, featuring

fluctuations on a time scale consistent with the suggested turbulence transport model.
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6.5 Anomalous Loop Voltage

In the above model the diffused power is that of Joule heating. Since instabilities are

assumed to develop, externally supplied energy will be required. This manifests itself in

an anomalous loop voltage. Generally the Spitzer loop voltage is only 35-50 c/r of the total

loop voltage in Extrap discharges isee Table li. Including plasma inductance and

fluctuation-induced radial diffusion in Ohms law. but neglecting Nernst effect

here»it takes the form

2;tR
vrBe = (14)

for a purely poloidal magnetic field BQ. The diffusion velocity vf is defined by

nv r= (15)

For a toroid, the plasma inductance L = UQR[ln(8R/a)-2]. Using parameters from shot#

29079 we find that inductive effects only contribute to less than 10% to the total loop voltage

measured in Extrap discharges.

Ohm's law is extremely difficult to evaluate quantitatively for a strongly turbulent

plasma, and just a few comments will be given here. The resistivity becomes anomalously

high because of the change in collision frequency between ions and electrons and because

of the fluctuation-induced perturbations of the particle orbits. Ohm's law is also modified

by the influence of electrostatic fluctuations through the vxB term. There further remains

to solve for the coupling of the external loop voltage U = E + v rEe to the internal electric

field E^ itself.

6.5 Enhanced Current at Weak Octupole Field

At a current ratio Ig/I = 0.48 the radial distance to the X-points will extend beyond the wall

in Extrap Tl-U; rx > r ]j. As shown earlier, this case infallably leads to a current

increase with an accompanying self-generation of axial flux. Recalling that Ig/Ip = 1/3

represents the earlier found (soft) stability limit I4/I = 1, it is clear that long wavelength

kinks may have a tendency to develop. Wall stabilization of these modes can generate a

sustainmcnt cycle where axial magnetic field develops, enabling the plasma current to

increase further, reaching the higher magnitudes observed in experiments.

In earlier Extrap experiments the wall was positioned outside the octupole rod3. In these
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experiments, self-generation of flux was not observed. It is clear that the presence of a

conducting wall accounts for the existence of this phenomenon in Extrap Tl-U.

The enhanced current for rx > rwajj is, however, a pronounced process and is more

likely attributed to the vanishing of the X-points. Existence of the latter implies open field

lines to the wall, causing large energy transport through particle convection and heat

conduction.

6.6 Edge Transport

The Extrap pinch can be maintained grossly stable on the same time scale as that of the

applied external axial electric field. This pulse period, corresponding to about a hundred

radial Alfvén times, lead to early optimism. In the course of time it was realized that the

loop voltage could not be reduced to produce confinement times much greater than a few

Alfvén times. Further, sufficiently large currents could not be forced to keep within the

magnetic separatrix. which is essential.

There are several possibilities for an explanation of this behaviour. It can be shown

from elementary pinch physics models that the pinch column will, for constant plasma

current, expand radially until boundary losses balance the ohmic power input. The radius

a of the equilibrium pinch follows the Bennett relation; a - I /inTi1'^. For sufficiently

small plasma current, the pinch radius can be maintained within the separatrix. But. as

measured in Extrap-Ll [21], when the total current is increased further, part of it will flow

outside the separatrix region with poor confinement as a result . An important observation

here is that although the effective plasma radius <a> = rx(2/7i)1 2 is smaller than the

distance to the x-points, it is the latter distance which always determine the transition to

higher currents and induced axial flux.

Unlike high-density pulsed fibre pinches. Extrap runs in a quasi-stationary mode.

Neglecting time derivatives in the energy balance, one finds the relationship ddnTVdr-

1/a i evaluated at the boundary using Bennett's relation). Hence there must exist a sharp

temperature gradient near the plasma edge to maintain a small pinch radius. Near the

separatrix, however, short temperature scale lengths are prohibited by the existence of

X-points and open field lines, leading straight into the wall. The present view is further

supported by the numerical transport study carried out by Drake and Karlsson [39]. They

found for an impermeable plasma (p^j = 80 mTorr) that the crucial parameter for

obtaining high core plasma temperatures is the plasma edge temperature. For a plasma

current of 50 kA. core temperatures exceeding 100 eV was obtained for all cases unless the

edge temperature dropped below about 1 eV or Z ^ increased above about 2 (typical values of

Zej-f were 1.5-2 in our experiments [42]). A realistic model of the separatrix region was not
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included in the study. Instead, the poorer confinement caused by the presence of the

separatrix region was simulated by increasing the magnetized core radius. This led

consistently to larger plasma radius, lower core temperature and hence to longer edge

temperature scale length. It should be noted that in Extrap Tl-U no surrounding low-beta

plasma region to aid in maintaining a sufficiently high edge temperature exists. The

reason for this is that the octupole rods are situated outside the vacuum vessel.

Measurements of the electron temperature profile was carried out by Bergsåker et.al.

[43] in 80 mTorr Extrap discharges. They deduced a strongly peaked profile with a central

temperature of 8 eV and an edge temperature of about 1 eV.
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7. SUMMARY

An extensive series of experiments in the Extrap mode has been carried out on Extrap

Tl-U. Performance has been limited to low temperatures (<15 eV! and low currents i<20

kAi at high loop voltages <1.4 kV, leading to energy confinement times of only a few \is or

Alfvén times. The discharge length, however, is typically of order >100 Alfvén times.

A turbulence transport model is proposed to describe the poor confinement in Extrap

discharges. It is known from theory that the core of the Extrap plasma region is subject to

internal, short axial wavelength kink modes. Experiments show that a saturation

mechanism prevents the discharge from quenching on a time scale of a few Alfvén times.

The large amplitude turbulent behaviour, however, leads in our view to substantial

fluctuation-induced particle diffusion which dominates energy transport from the core

plasma and limits the central temperature to the ionisation level of the filling gas. Edge

transport seems to be strongly influenced by particle diffusion and heat conduction along

open field lines (X-points) to the wall, although considerable losses are expected from line

radiation.

When the magnetic X-points are pushed outside the wall, the plasma current infallably

rises sharply in time, and axial magnetic flux is generated. The mechanism for this can

be paitly interpreted as decreased edge transport (open field lines removed), resulting in

hotter boundary and core plasmas in combination with proximity to a conducting wall.

Further, removal of the x-points affects the plasma profiles and destabilizes m=l modes,

which in turn generates axial flux.

It is further found that the discharge time, which for high filling gas pressures (>30

mTorr) is longer than 100 us, is limited to the duration of the bias axial magnetic field at

low filling pressures.

The core particle transport mechanism discussed here is general and problematic for

z-pinches, but there may exist configurations with somewhat better overall energy

confinement. In the dense z-pinch e.g. no open field lines or wall allows edge particle

convection or heat conduction, and the pinch temperature is well above line radiation

limitations. The feasibility of the dense Z-pinch rests to a larger extent, it seems, on its

stability properties.
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TABLE 1. Parameters measured, computed and assumed

Discharge #29012 Discharge #29079 Comments

t
At

u
Ip

P

IcH/dtl
p

rxa

Pfiil
må

<n>
N
e

YT
b
<T>
T(a)
v T

P
lnA
ZefT

h
h
l p
<BT>
B(a)
0)ciTii
S
L
D i
v r

Tcl
T Bohm
TE
TA
T E / T A

u

u1"

100 us
50-100 MS
1.2 kV
13 kA
5.2 107As1

0.047 m
0.047 m
16 mTorr
1.1 10 2 1 m 3

4.5 1020 m 3

3.1-1018m-1

0.32
0.46
0.025 m
10 eV
leV
4.4 104 ms'1

4(1)
11
2
1.2
3.6 MAnf2

12 kA
0.020 T
0.055 T
0.48
90
1.5106H
230 mV1

0.23 vT

22 MS

34 MS
3.0MS

0.83 MS

3.6
1.7MS

380 (490) V
80 V
460 (570) V

50 MS
50-100 MS
1.1 kV
22 kA
4.4 107As1

0.057 m
0.057 m
16 mTorr
1.11021 m 3

4.610 2 0m 3

4.7 1018 m 3

0.26
0.46
0.015 m
7.9 eV
leV
3.9-104 ms 1

4(1)
10
2
0.49
7.0 MAm'2

26 kA
0.045 T
0.077 T
0.51
120
1.4106 H
240 mV 1

0.23 vT

55 MS

89 MS

2.3MS

0.72 MS

3.2
2.3MS

490(580)V
60V
550(640)V

sum

Time when data obtained
Time interval for diagnostics
Loop voltage
Plasma current
Current time derivative during At
Radial distance to x-point
Plasma radius
Filling gas pressure H2

Filling gas density H
Electron density (line averaged)
Line density
Average norm, ion Larmor radius
Ideal MHD growth rate
Region of fluctuation
Electron temperature (line av.)
Electron edge temperature
Ion thermal velocity
Temperature profile exponent
Coulomb logarithm
Effective charge
Poloidal beta
Current density on axis
Plasma current from probe
Average induced toroidal flux
Magnetic field at r = a
Collision parameter
Lehnert-Lundquist number
Inductance of plasma loop
Turbulence diffusion constant
Turbulent diffusion velocity

Classical X particle diffusion time
Bohm diffusion time
Energy confinement time
Alfvén transit time
Energy confinement ratio
Energy conf. from turb. diff.

Spitzer loop voltage
Inductive loop voltage
SumofUS pandU i n d



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1a) Cross-section of the experimental device Extrap Tl-Upgrade.

Fig. lb) The plasma configuration in Extrap.

Fig. 2a) Temporal evolution of plasma current I , loop voltage U , average toroidal field

<BZ>, edge (vacuum) toroidal field B2(a), edge safety factor q(a) and radial

distance to X-point r v The position of the inner wall at r = 0.057 m is marked with a

dashed line in the bottom diagram. In this series the octupole coil currents had the

magnitudes 13 kA (traces T),lb kA (traces '2') and 19kA (traces '3'), respectively.

The filling pressure used was 35 mTorr.

Fig. 2b) Octupole current varied at a filling pressure of 10 mTorr; 6.3 kA (T), 8.2 kA ('2') and

12 kA ("3'). Whenever available line-integrated electron densities and temperatures

are given. The density data is averaged over 50 and 100 us after the trig point at

0.1ms into the discharge. For cases T-'3': (1.9-1.6-1020rrT3, 7.4 eV), (2.6-2.2-1020

m ' \ 8.1 eV) and (0.83-0.42-1020 m'3,10.2 eV) respectively.

Fig. 3a) Filling pressure varied: 80 mTorr (T), 48 mTorr (2) and 13 mTorr ('3'). Octupole

current fixed at 12 kA for all cases.

Fig. 3b) Filling pressure varied as: 13 mTorr (T), 10 mTorr ('2') and 8 mTorr ('3'). Octupole

current maintained at 12 kA. Line-integrated electron densities and temperatures for

cases T - 3': (3.7-2.11020 m'3 , 8.2 eV); (1.1-0.67-1020 m'3 , 10.2 eV); (0.36-0.20-1020

m~3, >10 eV) respectively.

Fig. 4 Electron density vs filling gas density for different sampling times (in us) after peak

current.

Fig. 5 Variation of loop voltage U . Filling pressure 80 mTorr. Octupole current 12 kA. Line-

integrated electron densities and temperatures for cases T - '3': (10-8.5-10 m v ,

>10 eV); (10-1 MO20 m"3, 3 eV); (6.0-7.31020 m'3, 4 eV) respectively.



Fig. 6a) Triggering of the bias axial magnetic field 50 |is later in the pulse at a low filling

pressure of 10 mTorr. Octupole field varied: T; 14 kA and '2-; 12 kA. Line-integrated

electron densities and temperatures for cases T and '2': (1.5-0.97-10~° m"3, 6.6 eV)

and (1.7-1.41020 m'3, 7.3 eV) respectively.

Fig. 6b) Triggering of the bias axial magnetic field later in the pulse. Filling pressures: 100

mTorr (T), 65 mTorr (2') and 32mTorr ('3). Octupole current 12 kA. Line-integrated

electron densities and temperatures for cases T - '3': (10-131020 m"3, > 10 eV);

(18-16-1020 m'3, > 10 eV); (6.5-5.2-1020 m'3, 5 eV) respectively.

Fig. 7 Discharge without crowbarring the toroidal magnetic field. Filling pressure 10

mTorr, octupole current 9.5 kA. Electron density and temperature: (6.6-1020 m"3,

8.4 eV).

Fig. 8 Toroidal bias field Bj increased at original trig point. Octupole field varied: T: 7.1

kA, '2': 8.5 kA, '3': 10 kA. Filling pressure 10 mTorr. Line-integrated electron

densities and temperatures for cases '1' - '3': (2.2-1.9-1020m~3, 6.7); (1.7-1.4-1020m"3,

11 eV); (1.9-1.4-1020 m"3, 10.4 eV) respectively.

Fig. 9a) Extrap discharge #29012 without induced axial magnetic flux. Filling pressure used

was 15 mTorr; other data for this shot are given in Table 1.

Fig. 9b) Extrap discharge as in a), but with weaker octupole field and induced flux. Filling

pressure 15 mTorr; other data are given in Table 1.

Fig. 10a) Current density profiles for discharge #29012 at different times, starting from 100 us

into the discharge with 8 us between each profile.

Fig. 10b) Same as a), but for discharge #29079.

Fig. l la) Line-averaged electron density as a function of time for discharge #29012.

The discharge is initiated at t = 2.5ms.

Fig. l ib) Same as a), but for discharge #29079.
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ABSTRACT

An extensive series of experiments in the Extrap mode has been carried out on Extrap Tl-U

in an attempt to obtain hot, collisionless discharges. Performance has, however, been

limited to low temperatures (<15 eV) and low currents (<20 kA) at high loop voltages <1.4

kV, leading to energy confinement times of only a few us or Alfvén times. The discharge

length is typically of order >100 Alfvén times.

The poor confinement is attributed to the absence of an axial magnetic field, generating

strong instability-induced fluctuations and related transport in the core plasma. A

turbulence core plasma transport model is suggested, based on theoretical evidence of

linear instability in the kinetic regime. Experiments show that nonlinear saturation

prevents the discharge from quenching on a time scale of a few Alfvén times. Relaxation

to RFP-like states is prevented from by a sufficiently strong octupole magnetic field. Edge

transport appears to be strongly influenced by particle diffusion and heat conduction along

open field lines (X-points) to the wail
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